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CHIPS AND SALAD OR CHIPS
AND VEGGIES, MADAM?

Am I mistaken, or is there is a growing tendency to
offer fried potato chips with everything?

Potatoes have for a long time been a staple food for
all types of establishments, large and small, and the
potato has for a long time played a significant role
on restaurant menus.

Potatoes are steeped in history – at one time in -
correctly believed to cause leprosy. They were also
once used as a medicine to ward off rheumatism,
elevated to the status of an exotic food and there are
recipe books written purely on potato preparations.

The humble potato is acknowledged for its taste
and nutritive value and has rightfully evolved into a
staple that enjoys mass popularity and is con sidered
a principle vegetable in most meals. 

It is not many decades ago that Australian chefs
only served two styles of potato: old and new. And
the varieties available to the commercial sector were
extremely limited to almost washed and unwashed. 

The revolutionary transformation of Australian
cuisine over the past 20 years, in which chefs crea -
tively adapted many classical potato preparations,
has been nothing short of astonishing and we have
experienced superb menus that included a sen si ble
range of creative, ingenious potato accompani ments. 

But has the innovation peaked? Potatoes on menus
appear to be moving in the opposite direction and
the selection of potato styles on menus as a vege -
table or accompaniment receding.

The Black Hat
Chef George Hill gives his view 

Our latest episode features Chris Mordue 
speaking about his organization ‘ClearHeaded’

which helps foodservice professionals with alcohol
and substance abuse. Executive chef/owner of

Pony Lounge and Dining Damian Heads and café
chain owner Darren McGillray tell how they have

flourished despite the difficulties in Sydney’s
restaurant market. We interview Sydney

entrepreneur Adam Theobald, CEO and creator 
of Beat the Q – the smartphone app making in-
roads in the vibrant café market. And has the

government’s carbon tax impacted foodservice? –
we ask professionals for their response.

TO VIEW click HELLO FOODSERVICE at
foodservicegateway.com.au
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WELCOME
Our cover story this issue focuses
on not one but two food service
pro fessionals – twin sisters
Monica and Jacinta Cannataci,
who are remarkable for having
worked side by side in food service
for many years. Theirs is a fas -
cin ating story – providing an
insight into the special bond
that many twins share, and how
that has worked in their favour!

We also look at some terrific new
products, like the stunning Lindt
Petites Pâtisseries au Chocolat
range and the new chargrilled
roasting vegetable range from
Bamboleo. Plus there’s details of
product and packaging inno va -
tions, from the new improved
Glad Bake which now offers 20
per cent better non-stick per -
form  ance, to new Maggi Smart
Pail pack design which comes
with a host of ‘smart features’ to
make storage and handling easier
than ever. And plenty more to
get your teeth into!

Average Net Distribution
Nov 2010 - Nov 2011
22,918

Its sister restaurant, Mary’s, opened at Manly

four years ago and Jacinta and Monica are

across both operations. 

Monica acknowledges, though, that the pizzas

are what Hugo’s is best known for. “Every

year we seem to win an award, and we’re 

always coming up with new ideas for top-

pings – we always retain the same pizza base

because it’s special and distinctive, and part

of what makes our pizzas unique. It’s nice

and thin and crispy and our philosophy is 

always not to overwhelm or overcomplicate

flavours – less is more,” she explains.

The pizza market has changed a lot in recent

years – “there’s a lot more competition,”

Monica acknowledges. “Our style of pizzas

was very new when we opened. We use lots of

ingredients, not watery, high quality – that’s

what people love. Ingredients like salami

and pepperoni are specially made by our

suppliers, which makes all the difference.

“We’re always trying to keep up with new

pizza trends – like the current move to creating

a beautiful entrée or main course dish, but

adapting it onto a pizza base. Of course, once

you get known for these ideas others start to

copy and that’s what’s happened to us.”

items and won the Quay restaurant’s ap-

prenticeship award. 

After a two and a half year stint at Wildfire,

during which the sisters worked their way

up to commis and then demi chefs, both

took their current positions at Hugo’s, where

they have remained for past eight years. The

only time they worked apart was a brief

stint that Jacinta spent at The Ocean Room

for one year, studying Japanese cookery.

“We’ve always worked together, and in fact

we do work side by side,” Jacinta affirms,

pointing out that Monica works on catering

functions with her at Hugo’s – both are present

at much of Hugo’s function catering, and

have won state and national awards for their

catering work. 

“We work well together – we know what

each other’s thinking, so whenever there’s a

big job we can get in there. Also clients quite

enjoy seeing how we relate to each other and

often they’ll want both of us together,”

Monica explains.

Hugo’s has built an enviable reputation for

its extensive selection of pizzas, but in fact

offers a broad range of Italian cuisine and is

currently moving into offering street food.

Currently Jacinta is Head of Catering and

Monica Head Pastry Chef at Hugo’s, a land-

mark restaurant in the heart of Sydney’s

tourist strip at Kings Cross.

Both sisters were inspired by their father’s

passion for cooking. “Our dad did all the

cooking in the house,” Monica recalls, “and

at the age of five or six we were already

helping him prepare – he’d get the family

together and cook up a big feast.”

By the age of 12, Monica and Jacinta were

both working in a bread shop, learning how

to bake – they spent time there on weekends

and after school, preparing for the next

morning’s baking. When they were 14 they

started working at a local café, and after com -

pleting their school certificates, commenced

their apprenticeships at 16 at the Quay

restaurant in Sydney’s Circular Quay, under

Philip Leblanc and later Peter Gilmore.

After a year and a half as apprentice pastry

chefs, both decided to expand their expertise

by spending 18 month at the famous Benne-

long restaurant at Sydney Opera House. 

By this stage Monica had recognised that

pastry was her true passion. Jacinta, mean-

while, had moved into hot sauces for savoury
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ATWIN 
SUCCESS
Monica and Jacinta Cannataci share
an unusual success story – they’re twin
sisters who have almost always worked
together in foodservice, across a range
of fine dining establishments.
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Monica and Jacinta both love what they do – and are constantly stay-

ing on their toes by challenging themselves. Monica’s latest passion is

desserts – “I’m trying to deconstruct them, make them simple. At the

moment we have a rhubarb and quince crumble on the menu – I’m

serving it in a jar with an orange blossom custard on the bottom, then

the quince, then the crumble, all layered with ice cream rolled around

in caramelized almonds – it’s basically a dessert in a jam jar, served on

a long wooden chopping board!” 

Jacinta adds that it’s important to always “keep up with new ideas – be

different – and keep ahead of what others are doing.” Her work on the

business’ catering side currently takes her off the premises around twice

a week – but during summertime demand is much stronger, with

around five functions a week – “it does get busy and we have to make

sure we don’t double or even triple book,” Jacinta acknowledges.

Due to its location in the heart of Sydney’s
Kings Cross, Hugo’s is open late hours
especially going into the weekend. “By the
end of the week we open at five and stop
serving at midnight, but the pizzas keep
going until 1am,” Monica explains. EXTENDED STORYclick A R T I C L E S
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“We do a lot of high end private parties and corporate events – board-

room lunches and event catering for PR launches and so on. 

Having always worked together, both sisters recognise they constitute

a strong team. “I couldn’t work without her,” Monica says, and Jacinta

feels the same way.

Nevertheless, both have kept evolving their styles and approaches –

and Monica is now starting to work on cakes. In the future, both sis-

ters can see themselves opening their own patisserie/café, “with nice

savoury lunch meals and cakes,” Monica says.

In the meantime, they’re receiving lots of kudos for their expertise –

last year they travelled to Las Vegas to compete on the international

stage against 16 other contestants from around the world, winning

third place at the World Pizza Challenge. Their recipe of wagyu 

bresaola, tomato chutney, goat’s curd mousse, baby beetroot, horse-

radish, pecorino cheese, watercress, micro herbs and lemon oil on

pizza was developed by Jacinta.

More recently, Monica won the ‘Best Use of a Nutella in a Dessert

Pizza’ category at the 2012 Fonterra Global Pizza Challenge Aus-

tralian finals for her Chocolate and Hazelnut Pizza with Banana

Honey Ricotta and Vanilla Bean Gelato, which has long been a big-

seller on the Hugo’s dessert menu. And in 2013, Monica will be part

of the Australian team heading to Italy for the World Pizza Challenge. 

But whatever the future holds, one thing seems certain – Monica and

Jacinta will keep working side by side, each inspiring the other. Clearly

they’re a team to be reckoned with! �

Monica’s winning 
dessert pizza

at the Fonterra
Global Pizza
Challenge
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Chocolate Hazelnut Gateau: three layers of roasted nuts and vanilla

bean cake, separated by ‘gianduja’ sweet chocolate with 30 per cent

hazelnut paste, then finished with chocolate ganache.

Velour: a distinctive chocolate cheesecake featuring a blend of 70 per

cent Lindt Excellence chocolate and fine cream cheese atop a fine 

biscuit base.

Opera: Delicately thin layers of dark chocolate ganache, coffee butter

cream and succulent almond sponge that’s been soaked in coffee

syrup, finished with dark chocolate topping.

White Chocolate Framboise: Layered white chocolate mousse, almond

success and raspberry puree, finished with pureed raspberry glaze

and shards of white chocolate.

Any or all of these stylish, beautifully presented and premium quality

cakes will make an attractive addition to the dessert menu as well as

the ideal accompaniment to hot beverages. So try them today – and

serve your customers the very best in premium quality desserts from

the world’s master chocolatiers!

For more details of the new Lindt foodservice range, including a food-

service brochure outlining all available products and order codes,

contact Lindt on (02) 8268 0057  or email foodservice-au@lindt.com. �
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The internationally famous market leader in premium quality chocolate

now offers Australian foodservice professionals a stunning selection

of superior cakes in its Petites Pâtisseries au Chocolat range.

Founded in Switzerland in 1845 as a father-son business, Lindt was

one of the first chocolatiers to create solid blocks of chocolates, in a

time when most people regarded it exclusively as a beverage ingredient.

Across its 160 years of operation Lindt has established an enviable

reputation built on creativity, passion and commitment to excellence. 

The Lindt Petites Pâtisseries au Chocolat range, newly available to

the Australian foodservice market, features the finest Lindt quality

chocolate, combined with premium ingredients.

The result: exquisite cakes of exceptional quality which have been 

inspired by classic dessert recipes.

Intensely flavoured and with an unmistakably European pedigree,

these beautifully presented indulgences make ideal desserts at lunch

or dinner, for casual and fine dining alike. They’re also ideal on the

café menu, for function catering, in pubs, clubs and bistros, and for

hotel room service.

The Lindt Petites Pâtisseries au Chocolat selection includes the fol-

lowing mouthwatering cakes:

St Moritz: featuring rich, silky layers of dark, milk and white choco-

late mousse separated by thin layers of almond cake, this premium in-

dulgence is crowned with a decorative top of Lindt dark chocolate

squares, dusted with cocoa powder.
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follows which makes the difference. “Kikkoman is a brand I can

trust. Some of the other soy sauces which don’t follow the traditional

brewing process have much more variation in taste, but Kikkoman is

always consistent. 

“Kikkoman Soy Sauce has that flavour quality that in Japanese we

call ‘umami’. People have taste sensations like salty, sweet, bitter and

sour – umami is ‘more than delicious’. In Japan we grow up with this

concept, we understand the meaning of the word, and now English-

speaking people are starting to use it too.”

For more information and an extensive range of recipe ideas, visit

www.kikkoman.com.au. �

Choose Kikkoman
for authentic

‘umami’ flavour

Sushi and Kaiseki Master Chef Hideo Dekura 
of Culinary Studio Dekura.

Sushi and Kaiseki Master Chef Hideo Dekura of Culinary Studio

Dekura has written books on sushi, sashimi, teppanyaki and Japanese

cookery and was the 2007 recipient of the prestigious Award for Service

to Japanese Food Culture. He also gives demonstrations, lectures and

classes in traditional Japanese Cuisine and has opened Culinary Studio

Hideo in Chatswood on Sydney’s north shore. 

Hideo is a keen proponent of Kikkoman Soy Sauce, describing it 

as a “traditional super seasoning” that will suit a wide range of 

cuisine styles.

“Kikkoman Soy Sauce has an infinity of applications across any nation-

ality of cuisine,” Hideo emphasises, “and I highly recommend it.

“Kikkoman Soy Sauce is a very versatile product. A drop in your

bouillabaisse will add that warming touch for a winter dish. For steak

or poultry, just a few drops will give you an enhanced taste, a more

exotic flavour. It’s very much a complement to any cuisine. And for

the chef, there’s always good results when you use Kikkoman – no

negatives, just positive flavour and taste.”

Hideo says it’s the authentic traditional brewing process that Kikkoman
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Keith serves up superb quality steaks

Certified Australian Angus Beef is

more than just a trademark – it’s a

proven signifier of product qua -

lity, backed up by an authentic paddock-to-plate certification process.

The recipient of more awards than any other branded beef product

in Australia, Certified Australian Angus Beef has won 10 medals over

the nine year history of Australia’s premier fine food show, the 

Sydney Royal Fine Food Show – exemplifying both its consistency

and trustworthiness.

It’s for these reasons that Certified Australian Angus Beef is the preferred

choice of many foodservice professionals – like Keith Higginson, 

Executive Chef of Vardis Restaurants which operates Stearsons

Steakhouses and Kingsley’s Australian Steakhouse in Sydney.

“It’s superb quality,” is how Keith describes Certified Australian 

Angus Beef. “Since I’ve been working at Vardis we’ve grown the

range and used it more and more – the most popular steaks on our

menu are all Certified Australian Angus Beef.”

All CAAB cattle have been grain fed on high quality cereal for a 

minimum of 120 days, the beef has been independently verified for

breed, graded for quality by Meat Standards Australia, and all

cuts have been aged for 21 days, with striploin aged for 28 days

to ensure full flavour and tenderness. As Keith puts it, “you

know exactly what you’re getting, and thanks to the aging

process you know it’s going to be tender. You’re able to rely on

the quality – I use it all the time for large parties and functions

because I know I won’t have any problems with it.”

“When you’re serving a meal with steak as the centrepiece, you

can’t hide behind a complex recipe or overpowering sauces. The

quality of the meat is what’s important. So you’ve got to make

sure it’s got a good flavour, a terrific mouthfeel with enough

moisture content, and that it’s tender. Certified Australian An-

gus Beef ticks all those boxes.”

You can find distributors in all mainland states throughout Australia

(Tasmanian orders taken via Melbourne) and more information is

available at www.caab.com.au.�

EXTENDED STORYclick A R T I C L E S
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New Bamboleo char-grilled roasting
vegetable range offers unsurpassed taste,

quality and convenience
Foodservice professionals across Australia are set to benefit from

Bamboleo’s new char-grilled roasting vegetable range.

Bamboleo has built its reputation on offering premium quality char-

grilled, fire roasted and marinated vegetables, all made in accordance with

traditional recipes and using natural preserving techniques. Bamboleo

products are the preferred choice of many top restaurants, cafes,

pizzerias and delis, and the new char-grilled roasting vegetable range

utilises the same methods that have made its other products so popular.

Only the highest quality ingredients have been chosen and prepared

according to time-honoured techniques, backed up by Bamboleo’s long -

standing commitment to excellence. The result is a range unsurpassed

in taste, quality and convenience for foodservice professionals.

The new Bamboleo char-grilled roasting vegetable range comprises

Sliced Pumpkin, Sliced Sweet Potato and a 40mm Char-grilled Gourmet

Vegetable Roasting Range mix of pumpkin, green and red capsicum,

zucchini, eggplant and red Spanish onion.

All products in the range have been marinated in Bamboleo’s unique

herb mix before being char-grilled and preserved under light crisp

canola oil, then packed in Bamboleo’s distinctive 4 x 2kg resealable

containers – ready to take straight from the fridge to the oven.

All have a chilled shelf life of three months and have been

designed to help save on preparation time and labour costs,

while ensuring the flavour of your meals is enhanced rather

than compromised.

You can use the new Bamboleo char-grilled roasting vegetable 

range as side of plate roast vegetables to accompany main

M O R E  I N F O click P R O D U C T S
foodservicegateway.com.au
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Nescafé Alegria – the cost-effective
and simple coffee solution

Nescafé Alegria coffee comes in a patented ‘aroma lock’ cartridge 

designed to keep the freshness and quality of the coffee so that you

can taste it in each and every cup.

Besides protecting all the flavours and aromas for the coffee, the cof-

fee refill pack also provides an easy way to refill the machine – from

one sealed container directly into another sealed container inside the

machine. This offers a clean and efficient refilling solution while pre-

serving all the coffee’s flavour and aroma. Each coffee refill pack can

serve either 120 Espresso, 60 Latte Macchiato or Lungo, and 40

Americano or Cappuccino.

The Nescafé Alegria’s compact design, with built-in water tank,

means it can be located anywhere in your place of business – with no

plumbing required.

It’s ideal for back of house, takeaways, pubs and clubs, lounges, enter-

tainment venues, and small businesses alike – anywhere you have custo-

mers or staff wanting a hassle-free, simple to use quality coffee solution.

For more information, contact Nestlé Professional on 1800 20 30 50. �

The new Nescafé Alegria provides an easy and cost-effective way
to have quality coffee on hand – all at the touch of a button.
This compact automated coffee machine delivers five café-style
varieties of quality ground and roasted, 100 per cent pure coffee
– from intense Espresso to beautifully layered Latte Macchiato.
For the milky coffees, all you need do is pour fresh milk into the cup –

the Nescafé Alegria then warms and froths it directly in the cup to

create a delicious and smooth foam, without it ever coming in contact

with any part of the machine. This ensures the milk in your coffee is as

fresh as from your fridge and reduces the need for cleaning the machine.

Users can choose from any of the following five varieties of coffee:

Espresso – a superb full-bodied flavour and rich aroma utilising the

Nescafé Alegria’s unique coffee blend.

Lungo – a smooth and rich black cup which is easy to drink, with a

natural harmony between the flavours of arabica and robusta beans.

Americano – ideal for those who like their coffee long but not too

strong, the Americano features authentic flavour and smooth aroma.

Cappuccino – strong, aromatic and full-bodied, featuring the rich

aromas and flavours of the exquisite Nescafé Alegria coffee blend.

Latte Macchiato – a deliciously well-rounded, fresh milk latte showing

off its perfect layers in every cup.

Great coffee is all about flavour and aroma – which is why special

care has been taken to select a unique blend for Nescafé Alegria. The

meals in pubs, hotels and restaurants or as a topping for gourmet pizzas. 

They’re also ideal as  a convenient antipasto mix – ready to use straight
from the tub – or use them to enhance your own antipasto plate.

Bamboleo’s unique pre-marinated herb mix imparts a distinctive
flavour profile to each of the products in the range and they’re quick
and convenient to serve, roasting in just three minutes.

So give the new Bamboleo char-grilled roasting vegetable range a try
today – and offer your customers the terrific taste of top quality Bam-
boleo char-grilled vegetables, while you save on labour, time and
preparation hassles! �
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NEW IMPROVED
GLAD BAKE

NOW BETTER
THAN EVER!

Brands you can trust
COMMERCIAL
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then adds clarified butter and potatoes. Again, the GLAD Bake won’t

burn and adds that non-stick effect to the saucepan – so the potatoes

come out golden brown with an attractive and flavoursome butter

and seasoning coating.

Jeff adds GLAD Bake is also ideal for pastry work from sugar

brioches to panettone. “It really is a very versatile product and great

for the commercial kitchen,” he says.

Made from high quality baking paper, GLAD Bake is available in two

roll sizes – 120m x 30cm, and Extra Wide 120m x 40.5cm and is suitable

for convection and microwave as well as conventional ovens.

The specially designed non-stick coating eliminates the needs for ex-

tra fats and oils during cooking and it can withstand temperatures of

up to 230 deg C. 

For more information visit www.cloroxcommercial.com.au.�

measure and cut it to size. We just roll it out, tear it off and use it – it’s

great because there’s no wastage.

“It saves on labour because staff no longer have to grease trays and it

makes everything non-stick. For ease of use, it’s a real winner.”

Jeff is currently using GLAD Bake to make a sweet onion piperade.

He starts with a bed of GLAD Bake on the oven tray, then adds

peeled diced onions, garlic and butter – covers in foil and bakes in the

oven for three hours. 

The GLAD Bake creates a non-stick barrier between the stainless steel

and onion, stopping it from burning. The result: a lovely soft onion

‘paste’ to accompany eggs for breakfast.

Jeff also uses GLAD Bake to make fondant potatoes: he lines the bot-

tom of a stainless steel saucepan with a cartouche of GLAD Bake,
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Since High St Bistro opened in leafy Willoughby on Sydney’s

north shore a few years back, owner and executive chef Jeff

Turnbull’s latest venture has attracted a loyal customer base. 

Open seven days for lunch and dinner with breakfasts on

weekend, the bistro also attracts a morning coffee crowd with

its home made muffins, savoury tarts, quiches and buttercakes.

The main drawcard, however, remains its contemporary

bistro-style meals with a French influence. The venue seats 70

and is BYO and licensed, and Jeff is justly proud of its cheery bistro feel,

buzzy modern ambience and trendy yet family-friendly atmosphere.

Jeff’s customers are not the only ones to appreciate High St Bistro –

it’s also received kudos from newspapers like the Daily Telegraph and

Sydney Morning Herald, and was a finalist in the 2011 Savour Australia

Restaurant & Catering HOSTPLUS Awards for Excellence in the

New Restaurant category for Sydney metropolitan and surrounds.

Dedicated to using the best in both front and back of house, Jeff is always

on the lookout for innovative products and new or improved ways of

doing things. 

So he was pleased to learn about new improved GLAD Bake from

Clorox Commercial, which now offers 20 per cent better non-stick

performance.

Used to provide a protective non-stick coating on your baking trays,

GLAD Bake makes baking easier while cutting down on cleaning. 

Jeff and his team previously used GLAD Bake primarily for pastries,

but are finding new applications for the improved GLAD Bake with

savoury items. He describes it as “better than ever”.

“Before GLAD Bake came on the market, we would use silicon baking

sheets to line our baking trays – but GLAD Bake is a big improvement

on the old method,” Jeff reports.

“It’s cut just the right size for our baking trays, so there’s no need to



As Executive Chef at Wollongong’s Chifley Hotel,
Peter Washbourne is justly proud of its reputation
for providing the best brekkie in town.
The four and a half star hotel, nestled on the Pacific Ocean foreshore,

boasts a breakfast buffet that not only meets all the tastes of the guests,

but also attracts a large contingent of locals, especially on weekends.

There’s freshly made bircher muesli and granola, a wide selection of

cereals, corn and asparagus pancakes, French toast with cinnamon

and apple, Greek yoghurt, fresh honeycomb, cheeses, croissants,

muffins, the hotel’s own coconut bread plus a comprehensive range

of hot foods.

Peter changes the menu every day so there’s always variety, but he

makes sure that the staples that customers have come to expect are

continually present.

To that end, he’s recently added a new offering alongside the buffet’s

selection of home made jams and spreads – delicious Nutella hazelnut

spread in T120 portion control packs.

Enjoyed in more than 75 countries internationally and the number

one hazelnut spread in Australian supermarkets*, Nutella is now

available to foodservice in 20g PC packs as well as a 5kg bulk jar.

“We’ve always had Nutella available to customers, but previously in

large jars,” Peter explains. “We were going through two or three a

week and I thought there had to be a better way for us to display and

New Nutella PC packs 
take pride of place on the 
breakfast buffet  

EXTENDED STORYclick A R T I C L E S
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for customers to serve themselves the product. Then I saw an ad for

the new Nutella portion control packs.”

Peter wasted no time in contacting Ferrero Australia and three weeks

later is already onto his third box of new Nutella T120 PC packs.

“They’re a fantastic complement to our condiment selection, alongside

our home made jams and passionfruit and mango butter,” Peter reports.

“The great thing about the new portion control packs is you don’t get

down to half a jar and have to clean it, wipe it down to keep it pre-

sentable. The Nutella T120s are all individually packed – there’s less

mess and no wastage.

“The packaging is attractive and hygienic and the serving size is just

right for spreading on two pieces of toast. Guests can take as many

packs as they like so they can choose the amount they want.” 

Ideal for the breakfast buffet, Nutella T120 is also suitable as an in-room

accommodation offering and as an on-table spread for bistros, pubs,

clubs and cafes. And because it’s a long-life shelf-stable product, storage

and stock control is a simple matter. �

* Source: Nielsen Grocery Scantrack value sales share % MAT 25/12/2011

• And a selection of portion controlled

condiments including Apple sauce, Australian honey, Maple

Flavoured Syrup and Tomato and Chilli Relish.

All are made with the high quality, premium ingredients that exem-

plify Birch & Waite’s commitment to excellence, and come in a wide

variety of sizes and packaging options to suit all foodservice market

requirements.

You can find a full list of distributors for Birch & Waite products at

www.birchandwaite.com.au. 

So stock up on Birch & Waite products today – your customers are

sure to taste the difference! �
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A true Aussie success story,

Birch & Waite has grown

from a business comprising

just three staff in 1980 to

become a major producer

of some of Australia’s

finest quality condiments,

dressings and sauces.

Still an Australian-

owned, family com-

pany, Birch & Waite

has built its enviable

reputation on an 

ongoing commit-

ment to develop ing

quality products which

not only meet, but ex-

ceed the demand  ing

expectations of Austra -

lian foodservice pro-

fessionals.

Superior quality in-

gre dients are used in

all Birch & Waite pro-

ducts, with Australian

materials featured wherever

possible. 

Additionally, the company

has dedicated resources al-

lowing it to work closely

with customers to ensure all

its products meet market-

place needs.

All Birch & Waite products

are manufactured in an efficient

world class facility under stringent

control procedures, certified to global standards including SQF 2000,

HACCP, ISO9001:2008 and Halal and local standards of Coles,

WQA, Costco and YUM Star. 

The extensive Birch & Waite product range includes:

• Fresh-chilled mayonnaises which are free of the levels of preservatives

and acidity required for shelf-stable products. So you can be sure

that the quality, flavour and taste of Birch & Waite mayonnaise

will always be equal to that of fresh mayonnaise made from

scratch – while saving you all the hard work.

• An extensive dressings range including Balsamic Vinegar & Olive Oil,

Caesar, French Vinaigrette, Italian, and Thousand Island dressings. 

• Bulk sauces such as Rib sauce and Tartare sauce.
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Premium quality is
Birch & Waite’s benchmark
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Naked oyster meat…snap-frozen
to seal in flavour and freshness!

For snap-frozen

freshness and con-

venience, you can’t

beat Nichirei’s pacific

oyster meat range.

Individually quick frozen to ensure the original flavour and freshness

is sealed in, Nichirei offers pacific oyster meat in both Raw and

Breaded forms, from Japan’s number one oyster supplier Kunihiro.

Nichirei Raw Oyster Meat is of top-quality sashimi grade and can be

served raw or cooked. The pacific oysters have been depurated in

electrolysed water and washed, shucked, frozen and packed accord-

ing to stringent HACCP/ISO9001 accredited procedures, sealing in

the creamy flavour and freshness.

Available in large (47 pieces per 1kg pack) or medium (59 pieces per

1kg pack), Nichirei Raw Oyster Meat can be quickly thawed under

running water and served immediately, or further cooked. 

Pacific Oysters are much larger than Sydney rock oysters and thanks

to Nichirei are available all year round, with no compromise on qual-

ity. Plus they are competitively priced at 60 cents per piece for large

and 45 cents per piece for medium.

The individually quick frozen oyster meat has been packaged in a re-

sealable, durable plastic bag, making it a simple matter to use only

what you need, minimising wastage and maximising convenience.

These flavoursome oysters can be served sautéed, marinated or raw.

Also available is Nichirei Breaded Oyster Meat, again individually

quick frozen for convenience. The juicy, fresh-frozen oyster meat has

been coated with a crispy bread crumb so it’s simple to take it straight

from the freezer into the deep fryer or oven. Deep fry for just four

minutes in oil at 180degC or shallow fry in a pan for five minutes,

and it’s ready to serve.

Nichirei Breaded Oyster Meat has been crumbed after being individ-

ually quick frozen, which maintains the full oyster flavour within the

traditional Japanese panko bread crumb.

Available packaged in trays of 20 pieces per 500g pack, Nichirei

Breaded Oyster Meat again offers great value at just 50 cents per piece.

Both Nichirei Raw Oyster Meat and Breaded Oyster Meat are AQIS

approved for Australian import and HACCP accredited. So add them

to the menu today and offer your customers the terrific taste of fresh

and flavoursome pacific oysters!

For more information visit www.nichirei.com.au or phone 

1800 66 88 50. �
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Introducing MAGGI Smart Pail – a unique new pack format designed

to make life easier for foodservice professionals.

This new, space-saving pack design includes a whole range of “smart

features” such as:

NEW COMPACT DESIGN: new MAGGI Smart Pail is 13 per cent

smaller in size, but with no change to the pack weight. This means it

will take up less storage space and less room in your kitchen.

EASIER TO OPEN AND RESEAL: the Smart Pail includes a new

tamper evident strip, easy open ring-pull and new lid design with clips

on opposite sides.

WRITABLE AREA ON PACK: making contents identification easier.

IMPROVED STORAGE SIGNAGE: the front and side labels have

been designed to improve product recognition and flexibility of storage.

EASIER PRODUCT ACCESS: has been achieved by eliminating the

plastic liner.

SPACE EFFICIENT: designed so you can nest and stack one Smart Pail

on top of another, maximising available storage space.

DISHWASHER AND MICROWAVE SAFE up to 90degC.

100 PER CENT RECYCLABLE: made from food grade polypropylene.
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MAGGI Smart Pail – 
NEW pack design includes
‘smart features’

All your favourite MAGGI bulk products are available in the
new MAGGI Smart Pail format, featuring the same recipes you
know and trust – and with no change in pack weight.

MAGGI products available in the new Smart Pail include:

MAGGI Classic Rich Gravy Mix 7.5kg

MAGGI WHOLENESS Gluten Free Instant Rich Gravy Mix 7kg

MAGGI Classic Chicken Gravy Mix 7.5kg

MAGGI Classic Demi-Glace Sauce Mix 7.5kg

MAGGI Classic Chicken Flavoured Booster Gluten Free 8kg

MAGGI Classic Beef Flavoured Booster Gluten Free 8kg

MAGGI Smart Pail is another example of Nestlé Professional’s
commitment to innovation – providing the foodservice market
with quality products in pack sizes and designs which meet 
professional needs.



TIC TAC now comes in portion
control ‘pillow packs’

A long time brand favourite your customers love and trust is now

available to the foodservice and accommodation markets in convenient

individual portion packs.

Yes, TIC TAC – the popular and iconic international brand that created

Australia’s breath freshening mint segment back in 1974 and continues

to enjoy strong customer loyalty today – now comes in portion con-

trolled ‘pillow packs’. Each pack contains four mints, in 100 packs

per bag and 21 bags per carton.

The new pillow packs feature TIC TAC Peppermint flavour, which is

the number one selling TIC TAC mint flavour in retail.

TIC TAC Peppermint pillow packs make an ideal complimentary mint

for hotel guests, conference attendees, restaurant patrons and airline

passengers alike. They’re perfect as an after-dinner mint or refresh -

ment; and suitable for reception areas and as turn-down offerings.

TIC TAC pillow packs are competitively priced, making them a cost-

effective choice and an easy way of offering customers a trusted retail

brand in the convenience of a portion control pack. 

The official launch of new TIC TAC Peppermint pillow packs will be

at Australia’s premier foodservice trade event, Fine Food 2012, this

coming September. Be sure to drop by the Ferrero Australia Foodservice

stand at the show for a sample.

For all sales enquiries, contact Ferrero Foodservice on 1800 199 183 or

visit www.ferrero.com.au/foodservice/tictac.�
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people in all aspects of poultry production and management across

Australia and New Zealand. 

The company has state of the art research facilities dedicated to im-

proving production methodologies to ensure maximum quality for its

customers across both retail and foodservice.

In foodservice, Ingham has built a strong reputation for the quality

and consistency of its products.

"Our success is founded on our longterm commitment to providing

foodservice with the biggest range of the best products, backed up by

our internal quality assurance processes and a dedicated team who

understand what the market wants,” says Brooke Bowser, Ingham

Group Product Manager – Foodservice. �

Ingham Chicken Breast Schnitzel:
an ideal choice for centre-of-plate

Looking for a terrific centre-of-plate chicken option that your cus-

tomers are sure to love? Ingham has the answer with its Chicken

Breast Schnitzel.

Weighing in at 210g – a more generous serve than the standard chicken

schnitzel size – Ingham Chicken Breast Schnitzel is made from 100 per

cent tender Australian chicken meat that’s been coated in Ingham’s

famous crispy golden crumb and cut in the traditional schnitzel style. 

Thanks to the standard weight per piece, wastage is minimised and

effective portion control is a simple matter.

This traditional family favourite is ideal as a counter meal, hot lunch or

club special and is a menu staple across many foodservice establishments

from pubs and clubs to bistros and cafes.

Each Ingham Chicken Breast Schnitzel has been individually quick

frozen for storage, cooking and serving convenience and requires only

minimal preparation. 

It’s a simple matter to cook from frozen – just place straight in the

oven, deep or shallow fryer. 

With its fast cooking time, appealing presentation, great mouthfeel

and succulent taste, Ingham Chicken Breast Schnitzel is a fantastic

centre-of-plate choice for foodservice establishments across Australia. 

And it’s versatile too – you can serve it as Chicken Parmigiana, in a

burger, sandwich or wrap, or slice and use in salad. 

As one of the largest poultry producers in Australia, encompassing

meat, layer chickens and turkey, Ingham employs more than 8,000
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